PB10  Modern languages. Celtic languages
PC2   Romance philology and languages
PC2105 French: Language: Grammar: General works
PC4001 Spanish
PC4073 Language
PC4099 Grammar
PC4112 Textbooks: 1950-
PC4117 Readers: Intermediate and advanced

PD5   German philology and languages
PE1   English philology and languages
PE1010 Modern English: Language
PE1074.5 Language data processing
PE1075 History
PE1097 Grammar
PE1137 Phonology: Pronunciation
PE2751 Linguistic geography. Dialects: English outside of the British Isles

PF1   West Germanic philology and languages
PF410 Dutch: Language: Style. Composition. Rhetoric
PF3003 German
PF3066 Philology: Study and teaching. Research: General special
PF3073 Language
PF3075 History of the language
PF3112 Grammar: Textbooks: 1950-

PG1   Slavic. Baltic. Albanian
PG3328 Russian literature: Individual authors and works. 1800-1870: Dostoyevsky, F. (1821-1881): Biography and criticism

PH21  Uralic. Basque
PJ2   Oriental philology and literature
PJ3001 Semitic philology: Periodicals. Societies. Serials
PK119 Indo-Iranian philology and literature
PL29  Languages of Eastern Asia, Africa, Oceania
PM15  Hyperborean, Indian, and artificial languages

For more information visit our website www.ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask for help at the service desk.
P1  Philology. Linguistics
P33  Theory. Method
P35  Relation to anthropology. Ethnology. Culture
P37  Relation to psychology. Psycholinguistics
P40  Relation to sociology. Sociolinguistics
P40.5  Special aspects (A-Z)

P51  Study and teaching. Research
P53  General special

P61  History of philology
P85  Biography of philologists: Individual (A-Z)
P87  Communication. Mass media
P90  General works
P93  Special aspects
P94.6  Relation to culture. Intercultural communication
P95  Oral communication. Speech
P95.45  Conversation
P96  Other (A-Z)
P96.134  Language

P98  Computational linguistics. Natural language processing
P99  Semiotics. Signs and symbols
P99.4  Special aspects (A-Z)

P101  Language. Linguistic theory. Comparative grammar
P101  Philosophy and origin etc. of language
P106  General works: 1951-2000
P115  Bilingualism. Multilingualism
P118  Language acquisition
P118.2  Second language acquisition
P120  Other aspects (A-Z)
P121  Science of language (Linguistics)
P123  General special
P128  Methodology. Linguistic analysis: Special aspects (A-Z)
P140  Historical linguistics. Diachronic linguistics

P151  Theory of grammar
P158  Generative grammar
P165  Cognitive grammar
P201  Comparative grammar
P203  General special
P211  Written communication. History of writing and alphabet
P215  Phonology. Phonetics
P217  General works
P221  Phonetics
P241  Morphology
P281  Parts of speech (Morphology. Syntax): Verb
P291  Syntax
P295  Sentence. Word order
P299  Other aspects (A-Z)
P299.73  Grammaticalization
P301.5  Style. Composition. Rhetoric. Usage: Special aspects (A-Z)

P302  Discourse analysis
P306  Translating and interpreting
P325  Semantics
P371  Groups of unrelated languages. General surveys of languages

PA1  Classical philology
PA25  Collections: Series of monographs. Collections of papers by various authors

PA227  Greek philology and language
PA1005  Medieval and modern Greek language
PA2002  Latin philology and language
PA2365  Lexicography: Dictionaries: Dictionaries with definitions in one other language. By language (A-Z)

PA3001  Classical literature
PA3015  Literary history: Knowledge, treatment, and conception of special subjects (A-Z)

PA3052  Greek literature
PA3612  Translations: English: General. Miscellaneous: Loeb classical library: Individual authors
PA3819  Individual authors to 600 A.D.
PA3893  Aristotle: Separate works: Di-Z
PA3972  Euripides: Editions
PA4037  Homer: Criticism and interpretation: Modern
PA4279  Plato: Comprehensive editions. By date
PA4413  Sophocles: Editions

PA5010  Byzantine and modern Greek literature
PA5610  Individual authors or works: Modern. 1600-1960: Individual authors (A-Z)

PA6003  Roman literature
PA6003  Literary history
PA6047  Poetry
PA6156  Translations: English: General. Miscellaneous: Loeb collection
PA6202  Individual authors
PA6296  Cicero, M. T.: Single works: A to E
PA6519  Ovid, 43 B.C.-17 or 18 A.D.: Editions. By date
PA6568  Plautus, T. M.: Editions

PA8002  Medieval and modern Latin literature